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Lee's Palace & The Dance Cave 

"Alternative Music Hot Spot"

If you're looking for a big, dark, loud, squeezed-in-to-capacity music

venue, yet still want that intimate club-like atmosphere, then this twin-

level space is for you. Because of its size, the Lee's Palace & The Dance

Cave club attracts some of the better known alternative music names on

the circuit. These include Moxy Fruvous, DJ Trevor, DJ Shannon and

more. Shows for all-ages are put on during the day. Timings vary for both

levels so call ahead for details.

 +1 416 532 1598  www.leespalace.com/  info@leespalace.com  529 Bloor Street West,

Toronto ON
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CODA 

"Best of the Underground"

Coda is a great place to celebrate the tail end of the night and morning.

The nightclub is known for its smooth and powerful sound system, and

the impressive list of underground house and techno DJs that it attracts. A

night spent at Coda is usually a night with sought-after local and

international DJ talent. Also the club has plenty of room to dance, a front

and back bar, stools and couches for lounging, ceiling fans to keep the

dance floor cool, and a snack bar.

 +1 416 536 0346  www.codatoronto.com/  info@codatoronto.com  794 Bathurst Street, Toronto

ON
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Nest 

"Lively Nightclub"

Situated on College Street, Nest is one of the liveliest places in town and

is usually crowded with college student and young 20-somethings. Dance

the evening away as the DJ plays your favorite number or enjoy a few

drinks with your friends at its bar, either way you will definitely enjoy

being here. With frequent music nights and other entertaining events, the

club makes sure there's never a dull moment.

 +1 416 792 9488  www.nest.to/  423 College Street, Toronto ON
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Luxy Nightclub 

"Dazzle & Dance"

Equipped with dazzling lights and neon-lit corners that make your nights

come alive, this spacious nightclub is located a few miles outside of

Toronto's city limits. Luxy Nightclub features nightly DJ events for revelers

to dance the night away, and packs an incredible atmosphere with its

phenomenal decor. The nightclub also offers booth packages and VIP

bottle service that can be reserved prior to your visit.

 +1 416 357 7432  www.luxyclub.ca/  info@luxyclub.ca  60 Interchange Way,

Vaughan ON
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